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Introduction
In robot configurations it is desirable to be able to obtain
an arbitrary orientation of the output element or end-effector.
This impliesa minimum of two independent rotations about
two (generally perpendicular) intersecting axes. If, in addit:ion, the output element performs a mechanical task such as
in manufacturing or assembly (e.g., drilling, turning, boring, etc.) it may be necessary for the end-effector to rotate
about its axis. If such a motion is to be realized with gearing, this necessitates a three-degree-of-freedom,
threedimensional gear train, which provides a mechanical drive
of gyroscopic complexity; i.e., a drive with independently
controlled inputs about three axes corresponding to azimuth,
nutation, and spin.
In a recent artide(2) an ingenious bevel-gear train of this
type was described, and the-article refers to a project headed
by Mr. Louis Erwin, Project Coordinator of the Bendix Cor-
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poration's Robotics Division, Southfield, Michigan, for the
motion of the end-effector of a heavy-duty industrial robot
(ML-360) ..
In this gear train.jhe orientation of the tool-carrying end'effector is determined by independent rotations about mutu.aJ1yperpendicular, intersecting axes in space, such as occur
in the two-gimbal mounts of gyroscopes. In addition, the endeffector can rotate independently about its own axis. In such
gear trains the gears and arms rotate about nonparallel axes,
which may themselves be rotating about other nonparallel
axes.
Various methods for deriving the displacement equations
for spur-gear trains can be found in the -literature. (1, J. 6. 7. 8. 9)
For these the most systematic approach utilizes the fundamental circuits (obtained directly from the graph of the gear train)
from which the displacement equations follow automatically ..
In bevel-gear trains the analysis is more complex because of
the three-dimensional motion of the gears and arms. When
arm: motion is limited to a rotation about a fixed axis, the
displacement equation associated with a fundamental circuit
and given in Ref..4 should be used. In complex epicyclic
bevel-gear trains, however, the fundamental circuit equations
can no longe.r be reduced to scalarform, and one would need
to monitor the paths of all moving axes, as well as gear and
arm rotations. In the following sections a general method for
the kinematic analysis of such trains win be developed; first
w:ith reference to the previously mentioned robotic bevel-gear
train, and thereafter for bevel-gear trains oE arbitrary
complexity.
Kinematic

Analysis of a Three.-Degree--of-FreedoDl
Robotic: Gear Train (Fig. 1)

(1) Kinematic Structure of Gear Train. The ge.ar train
described in, Ref.2, which is shown in cross section in
Fig. 1, has three coaxial input rotations (the rotations of shafts
I, 2, 3, relative to the frame 4). Bevel-gears I, 2, 5, 6, 7
transmit these rotations to the end-effector attached to gear
7 and housed in armS, which pivots on shaft 3. The axis
locations of the turning pairs are as follows:
Axis a:

pairs 1-2, 2-4, 4-3

Axis b:

pairs 3-5, 3-8, 3-6

Axis c:

pair 8-7

2

a

Fig. 1- Cross section of robotic gear train shown in (21: 'Initiar' position
of gear train

:Flg" 3,- Fundamentalcircuit

fiB. 4 -Fu.1Idarnental

{2.,5 )(3) - schematic

The gr,aph of the gear train (in which linksare represented
by vertices, join'ts by edges, and the edge connection of vertices corresponds to the joint connection ,of links) is shown
in..Fig. 2, in which light edges denote tQmiflg pairs and heavier
edges denote gear pairs ..As can be seen from the graph, the
gear train has 8 links, 11 joints (4 gear pairs and 7 turning
pairs). The mobility number of the spherical gear train is X
= 3. The degree of freedom, F, of the gear train is obtained
from the equation:
F='A.(I-j-I)+
where

,f.

j,

II denote

Ef,

(I)

the number of links, joints and freedom
= 3(8 - 11 - 1)

of the Ilh joint. respectively. This yields.F
+ 15 =3.

From the graph we observe that there are four fundamental, circuits: (l,6)(3); (2.5)(3); (6.7){8);and (S.7){8). In this
notation the first two numbers for each cireuit designate the
gears" and the last identifies the arm. One special feature of
this gear train is evident at 'this point: since the pitch cones
of the gears Iormaclosed
configuration. and the angle beItween the axes of any gear pair is the same (a rightangle).
it follows that. the semi-vertex angle of the pitch cones alternates between complementary values {G!. say, and, (90 deg

- 0:».

Fig, :2 - Graph of gear train of Fig. 1

circuit (1,6)(3) - schematic

We begin the analysis with the displaoemnt
associated with each fundamental drcuit

equations

(2.) FundamentAl Circuit (2,5)(3).
The fundamental. circuit is shown in Fig. 3, induding rotations 92, 6J ofshaEts
2 and 3. respectively. The positive direction of rotation of
shafts 1, 2, and 3, corresponds to a right-handed rotation
associated with the u.nit vector,
of the fixed. right-handed,
orthogonal triad'
k). The direction of the axis of gear
5 is denoted by the outwardly drawn unit vector.
and
point 0 is the point of intersection of the pitch cones of the
gears.
The direction of vector as is given by

a {.

i.

us.

u~=cosO,k+sin8\1

(2)

The angular displacements associated with the fundamental circuitare
derived in Table 1 in terms of the tabular
method (surnof displacements with and relative to arm), Th
number of teeth on gea~i is denoted by N,. The vectorial
nature 01 the dlsplacernents is evident from the table.
(3) Fundamenta' Circuit (1,6)(3). The fundamental
cuit, including the rotation. 91, of shaft 1, is shown in
4. The direction of the axis of gear 6 is denoted by the
wardly drawn unit vector, U6' where il6
Us.
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'Fig. S - Fundamental

Fig. 6 - Fundamental

circuit (5. 7}(B) - schematic

angular displacements in this circuit are summarized

in Table

example,

2.

F. M. Dimentberg(S)) is as follows:
f'

(4) Fundamental Circuit (5,7)(8). The fundamental circuit is shown in fig. S, in which (J,B denotes the angular
displacement of gear 7 relative to arm 8 (positive direction
defined by a..right-handed rotation about unit vector
the
latter outwardly directed along the axis of gear 7);083
denotes the angular displacement of arm B relative to shaft
3 (posi'tive direction defined by a right-handed rotation about
unit vector us). The angular displacements in this circuit are
summarized in Table 3. These are functions of the unit vectors Us and U7' The latter needs to be determined.
The initial position of arm 8 (see Fig. 1) was taken with
its axis coincident with the j-axis.The final position of arm
8 is obtained by two successive rotations:a.
rotation of
magnitude 8BJ about the f-axis, followed by a rotation of
magnitude
about the [-axis. A systematic way of determining the final position of vector U7 involves a. double application of Rodrigues' equation, one fo,rm ofwruch (see for

a"

e;

Table I

Gear 2

= reo ,p + (I - eose)

In this equation

(u. r) u + (u x r)silll\P

r' denotes the final position

a

F' ;;;;)easONl - 7sinOR] .

For the second rotation, we have r = [costlBJ - i sin883•
<p = 0'3 and il =

f. This

U. =r';;;; -sinO

1CO

g:ives:
(J,i+eos(JM1J+sin9

circuil (2.5)(3)'·

Gear 5

Arm 1

o

to arm

+oJll

;;;;8J
• !n!he

tables 8, de~otes ~he angula~ displacement

displacement

10'

Gear Teehno'iogy

of gear

I relative

Jsin9,k

(4)1

In applying
Rodrigues'
equation
to an open-loop
mechanism, such as a robot configuration, it is easiest to start
with the open end (the end-effector) and proceed toward Lhe
base. In this way, the initial. position of all. axes is the initial
or reference position of the axes (as shown in Fig. 1 for this
particular gear train) and the total number of rotations which
need to. be computed is minimized. It is worth noUng that

with arm
(b} Motion relative

(On

or a vector,

rotating by an angle 4J about an axis, the direction of which
is that of unit vector a.
For the first rotation r = [, I/J - 8BJand
= k. This gives

(0) Motion

Sum (actual meuon]

(3)

r (the origin of both vectors lying on the axis of rotation),

Angular l1is,placements in fundamental

Motion

circuit (6.7)(8) - schematic

IJJ

93J+

..2
Ns

1J23

(cos8) k +sin8)

of gear i (relative
togear J (i.e., IJIj = ,IJ, - IJJ).

10

i)

ground) and 8'1 the angular

Table 1
MOlio.n

Arm3

(1'1) Motion witharm
Iii) MOlion relative
'10 arm

(Illl + Ihli

Sum

eJ

IlJ - --'-1.111';'
6

:: fJJ - --'- 9p(co\/h k + ~m9,i)
~

MOlion
(a)

Gear S

Gear;

MOliol': wi.ih arm

(bl' Motion relative
.0

to arm

8,] + fJ~IU~

Sum

fJJ+/1~Ir.i.

+ O'HU,

Table 4
MOlion
(1'1)

In fundamenlal circuU (6,')(8),
G~ar 7

MOlion with urn

(ill, Motion relative
ro arm

.0

Sum
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since only the relative motions at the joints is needed, the
sequence of the finite rotations is immaterial [i.e., the rotation operations are commutative). The angular displacements
of this circuit are summarized in Table 3.
(5) Fundamental' Circuit (6,7)(8).. This circuit is shown in
Fig. 6 and the angular displacements are summarized in Table
4.
(6) Compatibility
Conditions.
In the angular displacements of the gears in the four fundamental circuits two gears
(5 and 6) occur in two fundamentalcircuits:
Cear 5 occurs
in circuits (2,5)(3) and (5, 7)(8); and gear 6 occurs in circuits
(1,6)(3) and (6,7)(8). The angular displacements 'of 'each gear,
as derived from the two circuits, can now be equated. These
are the compatibility conditions which lead to the angulardisplacement equations of the gear traln.
From Tables 1 and 3, the compatibllitycondition
for gear
5 is the following,
N,(J"

.

-" -" sinl.l,i+9,j+
=

•

N, (J"

----

N.

(I.I~'- -: o.,,)co 8,k

3

where

Similarly, using Tables 2 and 4, the compatibility
tion for gear 6 is:

;; (8",

+ ~~

condi-

NI
•
- fJ11cos8,k
N~'
.

0

.

O,")sinO.i+81J+

J

+

1.IL1= 1.1 1 +

N
N

(fJ

N: 01,,)cosI.l1k

(7)

where
NI
- N
n

8,.

( )
8.

.~

(7) The Displacement Equations. The angular~ve]ocity
ratioofa
pair of bevel-gears, i, i,with semivertex angles a,
and ai' respectively, and retaring about fixed axes with
angular velocities Wi and Wi' respectively, is given by
w,

Sllla,

(9a)
In view of the right angle between the axes of the gears,
aj = 90 deg .ai' so that
'[anal

w,

== -

Hence, ifa denotes the semivertex
of gear 1, it follows that

(9h)
angle of the pitch cone
(lOa)

and that
~/N,=N<IN7

(lOb)

Substituting equations (lOa, b) into the ,compatibility equa'lions (6) and (8), respectively, we have
(11)

12
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(13)
and
6'} == ~ (82 -8dtana

(14)

Substitutil'\g Equation 14 into Equation 4 for 127we obta.in
the orientation of the end-effector, which is

,U7 == - sill [~ ('92 - 9. )tama] c-os9]i

+ Sin[ ~ {1.I2- 91)tana] sin83k

(IS)

Discussion
The angular displacements of all gears as a fun.ction of input rotations follows directly from the tables with the aid
of Equations 13-15. Equations 13~15support the statements
made in Ref.2 .. We find that:
(a) 'fvVhen'the internal shafts land 2 rotate equally in opposite directions, arm 8 pivots about 'the wrist axes of gears
5 and 6 and tl7 = [,
(b) If shafts 1 and 2 a:re stationary, the entire assembly
rotates with shaft 3, the end-effector rotating at twice the
speed of shaft 3.
(c) If shafts 1 and 2 rotate equally in the same direction,
the end-effector rotates in its bearings in arm 8, the position
of which is determined by shaft 3.
Variation of the pitch-cone semivertex angle, II, can serve
to increase or decrease the magnitude of the angular
displacements of the end-effector relative to those of the input shafts.

A General Procedure Ior the I<:ineml1tic Analysis
of Complex Bevel~Gea:r Trains
In light of the analysis which has just been given a sequenHal, multi-step procedure applicable to the kinematic analysis
of general, complex bevel-gear trains can be formulated as

Follows:

N,

== -

WJ

I/IBna=

This yields

(5)

(6)

NI
.
~
- -I.II,sIIlO,I+(J,jN~ .

(12)

Equations 13-15 give the. orientation of the ,end-effe.dor and
its angular displacement as a function of the rotations of the
input shafts.

"

cosl.l,k

(0", - N: 8,.)sinIU+1.I J+

and

(a) Dete:rmine the graph (i.e., the kinematic structure) of
the gear train, its degree of freedom and any special restrictions on dimensions (such as, the dosure of the pitch cones),
{b) Determine the fundamental circuits of the gear train.
(e) Derive the angular-displacement
equations for each
fundamental circujt, keeping track not only .of the armand
gear rotations, but also .of the moving axes of these members.
In the case of gear trains of gyroscopic complexity (i.e., gear
trains in which one or more arms can rotate about two non~
parallel, intersecting axes} the general displacement equations
for a fundamental circuit are derived in the Appendix. In the

Table 5 Angu'lar displaeements
,complexity
MOlio!!

'Of gearsand

arm in

II

rundllmenlal,

circuli ofgyrroscopi,c

Gcar2

Gear 'I

ArmJ

8k

.k

+!lIO

+1tJQ

1/1$

.a

(QI Motion with arm
Ib) MOIio!! relative

to arm

, urn

8k+oO+

a Bevel-Gear Pair in a Bevel-GeQ.r Train of Gyroscopic Complexity. We consider the genera] circuit consisting o.f bevelgears 1. 2,arm 3 and the gimbal mount of the .ann. as shown.
in Fig. '7.
A fixed, right-handed,
Cartesian
coordinate
system

~ AZIMUTH AXIS

1

AZIMUTH
P*ANE ~
~'

I
t

\

/

\

8k+oO

"l

associated with unit vectors 1; j, , and with 1. in the horizontal (or azimuthal) plane is shown with origin at the pint of
intersection of the pitch cones of the bevel gears. The rota'lion of the ann is composed .of the rotation • .p. about the
nutation axis (directed along unit vector a) and rotation, (J,
about azimuth axis, k. All rotations are defined in the righ'thanded sense about their respective axes. Gears 1and 2 have
Nl and N2 teeth, respectively, and the rotation of gear ],
relative to 'the arm about the spin axis (unit vector
i "".
The .azimuth, nutation, and spinaxesare indicated in the
figure.
The angular displacements of the gears and arm can be obtained by considering the motion relative to and with the arm,
as given in Table S. In addition, we need to keep track of
the positions (/e, a,s) ofthe azimuth, nutation, and spin axes.
Vector f is fixed, and vector
isgiven by:
o=cos9i+sin9j
(AI)

s)

A

D

Rg_ '1- Fundamental circuil of a bevel-gear
gyroscopic compl.exity

pajr the motion of which is of

case of gear trains of greater complexity (e.g., those in which
lhe arm can rotate about an ,arbitrary number of nenparallel.
intersecting axes), the fundamenlal-ci.f,cuit equation can be
derived gener,ally along similar lines by means of the multiple application. of Rodriguestheorem.
{d) Determine the compatibility equations from the fundamental circuit equations.
(e) Determine the disp]aoement equations from the compatibility equations.

Conclus~on
The analysis of a, robotic. three-degree-of-freedom
bevelgear train has been developed in detail and a general pro,croure outlined, which, with a, multiple applicasion of
Rodrigues~ theorem, yields a general and systematic procedure
for the kinematic analysis of bevel-gear trams 'of arbitrary
,complexity, such as occur in 'three-dimensional applications.
including
robotics.
The procedure
can be readily
computerized,
AppendJx

The Displacement

Equations for a Fu"d~mel'1tClI Circuit of

a

Vector s is obtained from a double application of Rodrigues'
equation. (3) In the first rotation r ... f, q, ... q"
= {and
11"
k coS!/>- f sin¢.; <lindin the second rotation iI' - k cos¢!
- j sin¢. ¢
,f} and
= f. This gives;

u

u

s""lr'

= sin(/lsin61- 5indJcos9j+

kCOS\)

(Al)

Substituting
equations
(AI, All into the resultant
displacements shown in Table 5, we obtain the angular
disp]a.cements of the gears relative to the fixed unit triad (i,
k)' as follows:

J.

Posit.ion of gear 1:

(N~

+;/))C0597+ ( ~ ~+(/l}Sin9J+tlk

(A3)

Position of gear 2:
IdJcos8+1/I-sinQ'lsin8)i+ (6sin8-tksinrko!>9))

+ (8+

(A4)

.pCiosQ)k

Position of arm 3:
dJco 8i +;/) inti) +9k

(continued
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on page 48)
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KiNEMATIC ANALYSIS OF ROBOTICS
(continued from page 13)
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shift lengthwise

h,

= contaet

depth

Q

= pressure angle

1'.

= cutter

on the tooth

radius,

mean

radius

or coupling

F

= face

~~~o

wid th

The shift dutch diarrreter which has been determined in
a previous section should be' checked according to the formu1a below. This applies to case-hardened teeth which shift
under load and the calculated stress should notex.ceed.lS0,OOO
psi. maximum at operating temperatures.
O.9T
sC=AFh
where

o

s, = surface stress, psi.
Ibs .. inches

T=torque,

A = mean radius of dutch,

inches

F = face Width, inches

he = contact depth
For clutches which shift under stationary no-load conditions, 'the surface stress should not exceed 40,000 psi. for casehardened steel, as given by the foUowing formula:

T
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to keep the clutch teeth in engagement or Ito move them out
of engagement ..Higher pressure angles are often used for shift
clutches to obtain a proportionately wider space between the
top lands of teeth for easy engagement.
The tooth contact 'of non-generated
dutch teeth with
positive pressure angle will move very quickly to the edge
of the tooth at the heel as the clutch is disengaged under load ..
To obtain proper toothcontact
at all depths of engagement,
a generated heheal surface should be used . For the great majority of small clutches which shih under load, however, it
is entirely satisfactory to design both membersw:ith identical
convex teeth. When both members are convex. the localized
tooth contact remains safely positioned on the surface of the
teeth at all depths of engagement thus approximating the action of a helical surface.
Since this localized tooth contact travels from toe to heel
as the teeth are disengaged, the amount of this bearing shift
should be calculated.

Afc

This calculated amount of bearing shift should be compared with the available face width as foUo·ws:
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(continued from page 46)
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The standard tooth proportions given man earlier section
are suggested for mitial use m designing shift and overload
clutches.
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